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My samsung android won' t turn on

Try doing the following steps if your Samsung phone isn't turned on or on: 1. Check power button 2. Verify that your phone has a sufficient charge. A. Connect the original charger to your phone. B. After a few minutes, try turning on your phone. 3. Verify that your phone's charging port is not corrupted. A. Carefully inspect your phone to
make sure it is not overheating, swollen or damaged. B. Carefully inspect your phone's charging port and remove any dirt or debris. Caution: If your phone is corrupt, don't complete the remaining steps. Visit the nearest Samsung Service Center for help. 4. Verify that you are using a compatible charger. You risk serious damage to your
phone if the charger is not the same voltage, amps and plug types as the original charger. 5. Try a forced restart of the phone. Note: If successful, a forced restart will not erase any information from your phone. Hold down the power key for 30 seconds. **If f the phone starts to go ahead, release the Power key. If your Samsung Galaxy
Grand Prime is activated, verify that the latest software is running. 6. Try resetting a hardware factory. Note: A hardware factory reset will erase all information on your phone! Any information that is not backed up online or on your SD card will be permanently lost. If you're still having problems, visit the nearest Samsung Service Hub for
help and repair. Just go use your phone and a blank screen is looking at you? Have you pressed the power button and no homepages appeared? When your Samsung phone won't turn on, this can be a worrying situation and you probably wonder how this could have happened. We can understand the difficulty this situation can cause.
So, we provided some useful tips and tricks below to help you initialize this issue. This is a common problem reported by Samsung users and could only be a software bug that has caused the death of their phone. If you've read through our guide and your Samsung phone hasn't come back to life, it might just be time to come and see our
team in store! Why won't my Samsung Galaxy be activated? When your phone doesn't turn on and shows no signs of life, this can be a very frustrating situation. Maybe your Samsung device only needs a simple reset. Or it may need to be restored. However, before the panic sets in, try all our tips below before running to get this repair in
store. Has it been a while since your Samsung was last turned on with a full battery? This could be the main problem whereby the phone is not running. Your phone may only need charging or this may not the battery will have to replace it. Software failure: Your device may require smooth/hard reset, restore, and software update. Has your
phone been in contact with the water? If you've tried all our software tips and are still struggling to reset your phone, your phone's hardware could be bankrupt here and it may be time to pay us one How to fix Samsung Galaxy that won't be activated? Charge your phone Maybe the reason your phone isn't engaged is that it can only be the
battery that's run out of juice. Try connecting a charging cable to your device, then plug it into a power outlet and let your phone rest for about 15 minutes. If this worked, you should see the Samsung logo. If not, follow the rest of our advice! Restart your Samsung Galaxy in safe mode Some common issues about why your Samsung
doesn't turn on is particular stored apps may not be compatible with your device's software. Apps and programs downloaded from uns certified sources can cause your device to be delayed and potentially locked. If you normally use your phone in safe mode and overall performance works well, this could be an indication of a third-party
program causing this problem. To power the Safe Mode feature: Press the power button and wait for the Samsung logo to appear on the screen. Once the Samsung logo appears, release the power button, and then press and hold the volume button. Once your device is greened, the Home screen will appear, and safe mode will appear at
the bottom of the screen. Soft Reset your Samsung Galaxy A simple way to address this problem would be to perform a smooth reset to the device in the unlikely event the phone responds. To do this, press and hold both the volume button and the power button for approximately 10 seconds. This will restart your device. Hard-reset your
Samsung Galaxy To force the device to reset, press and hold both the volume and the power button at the same time for 10 seconds. This will disconnect the battery and restore and should bring the phone to life. Restart your Samsung Galaxy in recovery mode To restart your device in recovery mode, follow the steps below – turn off your
device. Press and hold both volume up key and Bixby key &gt; hold down key. When the Samsung logo appears, release all the keys. The installation system update will be displayed on the screen before the system recovery menu appears with options. Hold down the volume key to clear the cache partition. Press the power key you need
to select. Hold down the volume to click yes &gt; press the power key to select. When the delete partition is complete &gt; press the partition key to restart the device. If the above doesn't work If you've tried all the tips above and your Samsung Galaxy phone won't be activated yet, your device may have a hardware problem that will need
to be evaluated by our expert technicians in the store. However, before visit us, it is useful to make sure that you are within the warranty with Samsung. They may be able to solve this problem for you! If you still have a warranty with Samsung, repairs can be free but, if your warranty is over, this will cost. If your warranty with Samsung is
over, head down to one of our stores where our team can evaluate your device. We suggest that you initially run a diagnosis on your phone to make sure the problem lies with your hardware. Hardware. Our diagnostic assessment, our qualified technicians will test all components of your device to evaluate its functionality and determine
the causes of why your Samsung is unresponsive or not routed. This is a standard fee of £20 and the process can take up to 48 hours. Our team will quote you about the cost of repair, once this is completed. Our Samsung phone repairs are listed here. Your Samsung Galaxy isn't getting going and you can't figure out why. This problem is
incredibly frustrating, especially when you think about how much you paid for your smartphone. In this article, I will show you what to do when your Samsung Galaxy doesn't come in now! Make sure your Samsung Galaxy loads Sometimes, the solution is as simple as charging your phone's battery. Try charging your Samsung Galaxy for
5-10 minutes. Then press and hold the power button for several seconds and see if your Samsung Galaxy turns on or indicates that the battery is charging. If the battery is fully drained, it will take longer to charge. Your Samsung Galaxy won't be activated immediately in some cases and you may need to wait several minutes for it to even
indicate it's charging. Force Restart Your Samsung Galaxy If your Samsung Galaxy is not up and running, it could be a software crash. Fortunately, you can force your phone to restart. A force reboot will force your phone to turn it off and on again. This type of reboot won't affect your phone's data. Simultaneously press and hold down
volume and power button on your Samsung Galaxy for 10-20 seconds to force it to restart. The Samsung logo will appear on the screen if the reboot has been successful. Try using a different charger and a next charging cable, try loading your Galaxy with a different cable and charger. There may be a problem with the cable or charger,
not your phone. Once, I went away and bought a new phone when I thought my phone was bursting, only to realize later that it was the charger. Don't be like me. A new charger is much cheaper than a new phone! Restart Galaxy In Recovery mode After working through the steps above, try starting your phone in recovery mode. This
mode bynotes the operating system, operating system, and allows you to do a factory reset. Use only recovery mode as the final solution. Before you put your Galaxy into recovery mode, be sure to save a backup first by going to Settings -&gt; Accounts and Backups -&gt; Backup and Restore. If you save a backup, you won't lose any
information when you reset your Samsung Galaxy. Touch and hold volume, and the home buttons at the same time until the device logo appears and the phone turns on again. If you have a model of the Samsung Galaxy without a home button, press and hold the volume button and the Bixby button, and then press and hold the power
button. Release all buttons when the Samsung logo appears on the screen. Your phone is now in recovery mode and you can do a factory reset. Use volume buttons go to Clear Data/Factory Reset. Press the power button to start the reset. After the factory reset is finished, select Reboot System Now. Repair Options If you've tried all the
above troubleshooting steps and your Samsung Galaxy isn't ripping off yet, it's time to explore the repair options. If you want to repair your phone, look for a Samsung service location near you. Samsung has partnered with uBreakiFix for hardware repairs. If you decide it's time for a new phone, check out high mobile phone comparison
tool to compare deals and find the best smartphone for your needs. Your phone works again! Your phone works again! The next time samsung Galaxy doesn't get aggogged, you'll know how to fix the problem. If you have any other questions, please comment below. Under.
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